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This Note is an outgrowth,of work, répoited in Park and Carroll

(1979), that was funded by the National Imptitute of Education andlIthe

U.S. Department of Health, Education, an&Welfare (now the U.S. Depart-
,

ment of Health and Human Services). Here.the authorg provide additional

estimatesand tests of equations to ekplain,school district expenditure

behavior in the State of Michigan. This additional work was supported

by the Department of Health-and Human Services.

The new work leads thefiadthors.to reject some of their earlier

estimates but does not change ,the Overall conclusion: The effect of

Michigan's guaranteed tax babe plan on school district expenditures has

been very small.
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SUMMARY
4.4

---0-
Eive years of data fr 451 school districts in.Mfchigan are poolee-r-

,.

eto estimate equations explaining school district expenditure behavior

upon introduction of a guatanteed tax*base (GTB)Iplan. Hausman's (1978)

specification test applied to a complex random-effects model rejects

that model, while implicitly rejectinp.cross-sectionAl estimates as

well. Fixed-effects.estimates show that the influence of Mich gan'S

CTB plan on school district expenditufe has been sb small aA be of

noloolicy sign'ificance.
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I. INTR0D153ION

'gchooldistricts spend widel

The disparities have le2the cour

reforms in the way schools are fi

traditional'heavy relimice on loc

equalize expenditures per pupil a

One popular Idea-lor reform

Vs,

disparate dmounta of.money per pupil.

s and state legislaturea to consider

anced--reforms designed to redUce the

1 propetty tax revenues and to help

ross. districts.

s called a "guarantieed tax base" (GTB)

plan, because the state in effect guarantees school 'distri.cts a certain

level of assessed property value per pupil. If the ac ual_assesed- value
1

ima'district fails shortof the guaranteed level, e state matches

locally raised revenue to make up the difference. Durini the 1973/74

school year, for example, Michigan guaranteed each-district $38 per

pupil for each mill of tax effort up to 22 mills. Under the Michigan

plan, a 'district with $19,000 of assessed value per Pupil and a tax

rate of 20 mips would raise $380 per pupil locally and would receive

an additional 380 per pupil in state matching aid.,

The GTB plan changed the forM of state aid to school distrias in

ways that affect the districts° incentives t6 spend moneyon education
1

By matching locally raised tax dollars with state aid, the plan effec-

tively 1owered4e price of expenditures to some school districts. In

theory, we should expect a dis riCt faced with a lower price to "buy"

more educational expenditure. The effect of any such plan depends on
A

the magnitude of resp ses by districts to these incentives.

. In this rep rt, e4se gopied time-series cross-sectional data from

451 schclol distri , gatherqd oVer a five-year period, to estimate the

effect of Michigan's GTB plan 6n expenditures.

Previous studies by Feldsteln (1975) and Ladd (1975) estimate

school district expenditure equations using cross-sectional dataNfrom

Massachusetts. Their results indiFate a fairly large Price effect on

expenditures. Feldstein's-estimated price elasticities range from -.9

-1.6, and Ladd's between -.5 and -.7.

.\
1Michigan operated some 530 unified districts during this period.

Districts excluded from the samPle were generally small% rural dis-

tricts for which census data were not available:



The primary purpose of this,Note is to determine whether the

Feldstein and Ladd tesults hold up in another stste with a OTB plan

in effect. Our concluskT is that they do not. 'In Michigan, we esti-

mate, price elasticities that are so close...to zero as to be of no prat-
. -10.1,,;t4

tical use as a Policy tool.

14hy are Feldstein's and Ladd's estimates 'So Much hither than ours?

Our analysis.suggests a possible econometric explanation for.at least
s,

part of the difference. Cross-sectional eltiMates, lilteleldstein's

and Ladd's,
1
are biased if the error term is correlated with any of

c'\ the independent variables. There is no way,to cheek for the bias

, using cross-sectional data alone, but when pooled time-series .cross-
.

6,

sectional.data are alfailable, Hpusman's (1978) specification'test can

detect,the problem. Applyint Hausman's fest to Michigan data deeisively
, .

rejects cro'ss-sectithial estiMates: Pèxhaps if Feldstein's and Ladd's-
.4.

.6

sted; they woUld be re-cross-sectional estimatdsocoull be. simila

- jetted as well.

a

1
And like,similar estimates reported in Park and Carroll (1979).

It

I '0



II. THE DATA

Table 1,1iss the variables used in- the analysis. The policy

vgriables--those under the control of.the school districts, the state,

or the federal government--are E, PRICE, STHLK, S'TCAT, and FEDd4T.

We seek to explain school.districts' choice Of E, operating expendi-

tufe per pupil. The, natural logarithm of E is the dependent variable

." in all of our equations. The other, explanato0 vaniables are dis-

cussef below.

PRICETO SCHOOL DISTRICTS

nder a guaranteed tax baSe plan such'as that now in use in

Michigan, a school district mAy be able to "buy" an additional dollar
g

of educational expenditure for less than a dollar of locally raised

.revenue. In Michigan in 1973/74, fot- example, the state guaranteed

$38,000 of asseased value.per student up to a school opetating tax

rate of 22 mills.
1 Consider a district with an assessed value (AV)

less than $38,000 per student. In 19,3/4 it faced an increasing block.

-price schedule such as that shown in Fig. 1. Hits demand for edu-
,

cational expenditure were D1, it would buy El dollats per pupil.; Up

to $836 (22 mills x $38 per Mill), each additional dollar of E would 4

cost it AV/38 of locally 'raised revenue, which the state would match

with'.f 7 AV/38 of matching aid. That is, the PRICE of E to the,dis-

trict is AV/38.

A district with a higher demand D3 would buy E3 dollars per pupil.
t

Additional dollars would have to come entirely from local revenue, so

PRICE equals 1. However, the state would match ehe first 22*AV dollars

per pupil of local revenue with 22*(38-AV) dollars per pupil. This

amount is a lump-sum transfer to the district that does not affect the

PRICE of additional E.

1 In 1974/75, the corresponding values were $39,00b and 25 mills.

In 1975/76, the state guaranteed $42,400 for the first 20 mills and..

$38,250 for the next 7 mills.
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Variable

TIME,

DUM5

GROWT4(

STBLK.

STCAT'

FEDCAT

CAT

PRICE

AV

PUp/MILD

RESIDENT

DISTVAL

OWNOCC

P26

PRIVATE

POVERTY

PROF

MINOR

URBAN

OLDER/

STABIL

POPULAT

Table 1

LISt.OF VARIABLES

gee Notet

ABCD Brief DescriptiOn

X "Oierating expenditure per pupil

+ 1 in first year, ..,5 in fifth year

- '1'in fifth year; 0 Otherwise

Pupils thia'year/pupils last year

X .. + 'Unrestricted state aid per pitpil

X + Categorical tate aid per pupil

X + F,Fderal lid_ er pupil

X + Sum of STCAT and FEDCAT

X X Cost to district of one,..dollar addition

X + Assessed_value per pupil

.X, X Pupils per househey

X X Proxy for residential fraction of total
assessedliinlue

42, .
41il X' Ratio of Median tO mean valui,or maker

occupied housing

.4 x - Ratio of owner-occupi4 to total dye in
nnits

Ratio of median value of owner-occu led,
housing.to AV P

Median housebld income ,

K-12 private sch061 pupils per ea ita

Fraction. of faillies in poverty tatus,

Fraction of employed persons 16 or ider

in professional; technical, or indred

occupations

+ Nonwhite fraction of populati

+ 'Urban fraction of population

Fraction of population 55 or older

+ Fraction of population 5 or lder still in
same house as 5 years ago

X + Population

X X -

Dibension

llmrs per pupil

ears

Dimensionless

DimensiOnless

*idlers per pupil

Dollars per pupil
7 '1

Dollarspek pupil

4 Dollars,per pu011

Dollarape4PllarN.-

.$1000per 1.411

Pupils per household

bimeneionlesa.

Dimensionlese

Dimensionless

$1000/$1000

Dollars per year:

Pupils'Oer capita

Dimensionlesp

Dimensionless

Dimensionless

Dimensionless

DimeO4naless

Dimensionleab

Persons

Nntes: A r poligy variable.
B r component.of price to represen Vtive household.
C r Ceosus variable's fixed,year to year at 1970 values.
D r expected eign. 4

ow.

11
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Fig. 1--The PRICE of expendipures per pupil to
Michigan school districts, 1973/74
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'What about districts whose demand curves, like D
2

in Fig. 1,

pass through the gap in the price schedule? W can recognize them

because their tax rate for school operation ("ope ting millage," or

OM) will exactly equal the limit for state matching aid. Strictly

speaking, their'PRICE is ir34eterminate.. One more dollar of E would
A

cost them af9Al dollar of local revenues; one less would save them
\ .

only AV/38 Th'\e PRICE that we would like to use in estimating the

demand curve falls somewhere in between, and in principle should be

estimated simultaneously with the coefficients of the demand curve.

For now, we treat D
2
districts like D

1
districts, setting PRICE equal

to AOGTB. In the estimation section, we find that our.conclusions

are not affected if instead we.exclude them from the sample.

A possible econometricroblem is the endogeneity of PRICE.

Because a positive random errOr can push a district to a higher biock

of the price schedule, PRICE will be positively correlated with the

error term. Thus the estimated coefficient of PRICE will be biased

in a positive direction; coefficients of other variables can be either

positively or negatively biased. We checkon the importance of the

bias in the estimation section and find that it is too small to affect

our conclusions.

Districts with an AV greater than or equal to GTB receive no

matching aid; for them, PRICE equals 1 for all values of E. Also,

for 1971/72 and 1972/73, when the foundation plan was in effect,

PRICE equals 1 for all districts. Finally., transitional guarantees

based on 1972/73 revenues were effective for some districts in the

first GTB year, 1973/74; PRICE in 1973/74 equals 1 for these districts.

Table 2 shows the number of distriPts where PRICE is less than 1.

in each year. It appears that the variation of PRICE overlime an$P

across districts should be sufficient to support estimates of the

effect of PRICE on expenditure.

13



a Table 2

NUMBERS OF DISTRICTS IN VARIOUS PRICE CATEGORIES lor`

Category
School Year

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

PRICE less tban'l 0 0 114 ..._' 230 284

PRICE indeterminant
.

. (OM equals limit for matching aid) 0 0 28 41 14

yRICE equals 1
(Under foundation plan) 451 451 .0 0 0

(Transitional guarantees) 0 0 37 : 0 0

(AV exceeds GYB) 0 0 24 36 57
J J

(OM exceeds limit for matching aid)(z

7"--N
0 0 248 144 96

The limit for matching aid was increased each`Year as follows:

Year Limit (mills)

1973/74 20
1974/75 25
1975/76 27
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a

PRICE TO THE REPRESENTATIVE HOUSEHOLD (P2 *PRICE)

If school boards are responsive to pressures from residents in

their districts, then it is not only PRICE to the district that

matterS, but also price to the households in the district. Price to

the representative household, P
i'

will be greater or less than PRICE

to the district as the household's assessed valuation (in $1000), V /

a i' /
.

. ,is greater or less than AV:
/

I

I

q
P. = PRICE *(Vi/AV)

f PRICE *P2 .

This is algebraically equivalent to

P ERNE *(VJAV) *(n/n) '7(N/N) *(V /V )

= PRICE *(N/n) *(Vr/V) *(Vi/(Vr/n)),
I

t
/

.
1

where N is the nuMber of students, I

1

I n is the number of households,
I

V is.the total as ssed valuation (=AV *N),

V
r
'is the assesse valuation of residential.property.

c'e

If we take the representative household to be the coe in the median-

valued, owner-occdpied house, all the terms in this expression are

variables defined in Tablel;

4

P = PRICE *PUP/HHLD *RESIDENT *DISTVAL .

If the individual components of P
i

affect demand only through

their effect on P
i'

all the terms in this expression should enter the

demand eqdation with the same exponent. This may be 'too restrictive,

however, in light of the fact that some of the terms may pick up taste

or wealth eifeCts an deNiand in addition to pure.price effects. Conse-

quently, we began with an unrestrictive specification that allowed

separate exponents on the different components of P. and tested

15
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various restrictions on the exponents. The conclusion was that PRICE,

P2, and AV should enter the equation separately, but that further dis-

aggregation is not compelled by the data.
1

STATE AND FEDERAL AID (STBLK, STCAT, FEDCAT, AND DUM5)

STBLK is unrestricted state aid to the district exclusive of -

marginal matching aid; STCAT is categoricalistate aid; FEDCAT is

federal aid. All three are' measured it per-pupil terms..

We ,pan distinguish several forms of state aid:

1. Marginal matching grants under a GTB plan to districts with

AV less than GTB.and,OM fess *than the matching limit.

2. Inframarginal matching aid under a GTB plan to districts

withylV less than GTB and OM veater than the_eatching
-

liMit .

4

.3. Unrestricted nonmatching aid under a transitional guarantee 4

in 1973/74.

4. Unrestricted nonmatching aia under a foundation plan in

1971/72 and 1972/73.

5. Categorical aid.

The first item shows up as a lower PRICE to the aistrict and is not

counted again in STBLK,. We add together items 2 through 4 to get STBLK.

The fifth item is STCAT.

Like PRICE, STBLK is endogenous during the years with a GTB plan

in effect; its coefficient will also be biased upward by positive

correlation of STBLK with the error term. In the estimation section,

we find that this bias is also too small to affect the conclusions.

Michigan's state aid program was not fully funded in 1975/76.

To make up the shortfall, each district was "taxed" 4 percent of the

sum of its local revenUes and state noncategorical aid. he "tax"

was d ucted from the state's noncategorical aid paymentrto the dis-

trict*: If the "tax" exceeded those payments, the balance was deducted

1
Park and Carroll (1979, pp, 14-16).

16
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from the state's categorical aid payment to the district. The

shortfall was not recognized until afte distric s had established

their 1975/76 local property tax rates Thus, 1975/76 expenditures

were planned in response to the aid p ogram's parameters. However,

the subsequent reductions in their r venues probably affected te

observed values of E. Accordingly, we used the aid program's parAm-

eters to compute the 1975/76 value for PRICE, STBLK', and STCAT (gross

of the subsequent deduCtions) for ach district and introduced a dummy

variable DUM5, equal to 1 in 1975/76 and zero otherwise, to control

for the effects of the tax on E.

0
OTHER VARIABLES

The other variables used in the analysis are self-e'Xplanatory.

Many of them are calculated u ing 1970 census figures, and thus are

fixed from year to year at 1970 values. This dpes not introduce much

error for those thatchange only slowly over time--probably all except

median household income, Y, and population, POPULAT. Even:Y and
-J

POPULAT cause no p"roblems.t the extent that 7hey are uniformly .

trended over time
)f.

or all istricts, because the effect of the trend

will be picked up by the T ME variable. N uniform changes in these

variables across district will bias the Ostimated 'coefficients be-

cause of errors in variab es problems.

Summary statistics or all variabl s are sho n Table 3.
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Table 3

SUMMARY STATISTICS

Variable

School Year

Cedsus
Varliable Mean Std.Dev'

1971/72 1972/73 1973/74 1974/75 1975/76

Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev Mean Std Dev

E 791.21 120.35 863.94 133.28 957.53 14-7.97 1089.80 167.76 1197.40 186.79 P2 .6007 .5585
GROWTH -- -- 1.0073 .0381 1.0005 .0416 1.0090 .0370 1.0013 .0353 PUP/HHLD .9342 .2884
STBLK 343.58 115.95 364.01 133.43 252.92 225.47 134.47 221.96 102.83 207.60 RESIDENT .7101 .6864
STCAT .44.83 25.89 55.14 26.65 71.60 25.46 75.50 , 29.50 64.28 40.25 DISTVAL .9003 .0588
FEDCAT 31.04 30.58 34.88 32.87 36.07 35.18 45.14 44.17 57.52 47.56 Y 8923 2468
CAT 75.87 45,80 90.02 49.87 107.66 51.48 120.64 61.99 121.80 74.00 OWNOCC .812 .0833
PRICE ' 1.000 0.0 1.0000 0.0 .8241 .2705 .6976 .2758 .7039 .2529 PRIVATE .023 .0241
AV 16.863 7.921 18.507 8.966 20.351 10.587 23.042 12.839 25.742 14.850 POVERTY .084 .0481!
DUM5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 400.0 MO 0.0 0.0 1.00 0.0 PROF .1158 .0492
TIME 1.00 0.0 2.00 0.0 3.00 0.0 4.00 0.0 5.00 0.0 MINOR .0284 .0761

URBAN .3541 .3951
i OLDER .1779 .0558

STABIL .5745 .0809
POPULAT 17667 72088

NOTE: Census variables are fixed at t eir 1970 values.

18
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III, ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE EQUATIONS

40

We pool the data for all five years for all 451 school distrftts

to estimate a series of expenditure equations. Ail variables except

TIME, TIME**2, and DUM5 are in natural logarithms.

We specify a model that allows for persistent district-specifit'

effects, owing perhaps to the influence of stable unobserved variablea

6r unobservable taste differences. Our first estimates treat the dis-,

(trict effects as random errors in a variance components framework.
c:e

Then random-effecta (RE)' estimates would be unbiased and efficient on

the assumption that the district-specific errors are independent of

the explanatory variables (together with other standard assumptions).

We test and reject that assumption using a procedurle proposed by

Hausman (1978). Implicitly rejected by Ihe same test are the Lingle-

year cross-sectional estimates reported in Park and Carroll (1979).

If the district effects are correlated with the independent variables,

unbiased estimates are still attainable by treating the district ef-
.

fects,as fixed rather than random and using a fixed-effects (FE), esti-

mator (Kiefer, 1980). The FE estimates differ very little from the T$E

estimates. We also run additional FE estimates to check on the effect

of the endogèneity-of.PRICE and STBLK, and on the effect of our treat-
.

ment of districts whose demand curves 'Sass through the gap in the price
..t

'schedule. None of the estimates change the basic conclusion that the

effect of the GTB plan on expenditure in Michigan has been so small as

to be of no policy significance.

RANDOM-EFFECTS ESTIMATES

In an earlier Rand report (1979), we calculated RE estimates based

on two commonly specified.erpor structures:

and

vit u.T. 4- e
it1

= = p euit ui,t-1
it-

(VARCOMP)

(AUTOCORR>



where disCricts are indexed by i and years by t. In both cases, we

40P assumed that the errors are uncorrelaxed across districts, so that

when observations.are arranged first by district and within district

'by time, the ei-ror covariance matrix has a block diagonal structure:

E(vv°) = c
2
V = a

2

v v

For VAROMP,

and for AUTOCORR,

A

^

^

A symmetric

0

0 0 OiDe A

-
1 symmettric

Y 1
'V

2i 2
Y Y 1 a , y = W v
Y Y Y 1 '

Y 'Y Y Y 1

symmetric ,

2
P P 1

\,)

3 2
P P

4 3 2
P P P P 1

(1)

Upon further investigation, it is apparent that the.true error

structure is "between" the VARCOMP and AUTOCORR specifications in

the following sense. If we use the coefficidnts b estimated using

sycher model to calculate residuals v =
v4513

Xb

(where v
i

is a 5-vector of yearly residuals for district i), and then

estimate the diagonal blocks of the error covariance matrix as
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,t

. .1

A = E v, v (normalizea so that tr(A) = 53, (2)

we find that tke elements of A decrease away from the diagonal (con-
.

trary to the VARCOMP assumption), but that they do not decrease as

rapidly as the AUTOCORR assumption implies. We are thus led to specify

a mixture of the two error structures, first used by Lillard and Willis

(1978):

,vit = wi + u
it

= w. + ou + e
i

,

1 i,t-1. t
(MIXED)

1
with corresponding diagonal blocks of the, error covariance matrix

A.=

4
Y+P

1

yil).(1-y)

2
Y44) (1-Y)

3
1) 11) (1-Y)

symmetric

1

tY+P(1-Y) 1
%

Ytp
2
(1,-Y) Y-113(1-Y)

.
We estimate the MIXED model as follows:

1. Calculate ordinary-least-squares estimates

2. Calculate residuals v = y = Xb.

3. Calculate A according to Eq. (2).

4. Find R such that R'R = V
-1

, and calculate transformed

-1
= (X'X) X'y.

variables y* = Ry and X* = RX.

5. Calculate .generalized-least-squares estimates

b = (X*'X*) X*'y*.

6. Iterate on steps 2 through 5 until the elements of 4

change by less than xpi from one step to the next.



7: Calculate p and y by maximuM likelihood, using'Jdreskog

and Sdrbom's LISREL program (1978) to fit Eq. (3) to

. Eq. (2).

8. Use p and y in D. (3) to calculate A.

9. Do steps 4 and 5 to calculate the final value for b
RE.

1

The resulting estimStes are shown in Table 4 under the heading

"Random Effects."'N.Ofparticular intere t ar6 the estimates of the

effects of'PRICE and-gTBLK, These ef cts ane much smaller than

those
1

estimatedeby Feldstein and Ladd. The effect of STBLK is statis-

tically different.itom zero, but,both effects are so small that-for

practical purposes they might as' well be zero.

v.;

SPECIFICATION TEST

Maddalag(1971, p. 357) was apparently the first to pointzput

that random-effects:estimates using pooled data are biased and incon-

sistent if the individual effects are not independent of the explana-

tory variables. Hausman (1978) has recently proposed a test of the

assumption that E(wilXi) = O.

1See Lillard and Weiss (1979, fn. 3, p. 441) for details; out

estimates use their "alternative" procedure. Comparison of the direct
estimate of.the diagonal blocks of the error covariance matrix

.980. SyMmetriC

.865 .959

A = .805 .863 .987

.745 .800 .870 .979

.745 .799 .848 .911 1.096-

with the two-parameter fitted estimate

1

.888 1

A = .814 . .888 1

..766 .814 , .888 1

.734 .766 .814 .888

g4gests that th MIXED model describes thet error structure quite well.



Table 4

ESTIMATED EXPENDITURE EQUATIONS
*-1

Varlable
Random
Effects

Fixed Effects

(1) (2) . (3) (5)

CONSTANT 5.578

*(23.3)

TIME .043 .045 .037 .037 .012 .032

(9.8) (10.4) (7:0) (6.8) (1.4) (5.6)

TIME**2 .011 .011 .012 .012
.

.016 /-- .013

(13.3) (13.2) (12.8) (12.4) *PILO (12.))

DUM5 -.059 -.060 -.065 -.060 -.663 -.069
(11.5) (11.7) (13.2)p (12.4) (13.8) (13.0)

/
GROWTH -.338 -.340 -.365 -.366 -.373 -.377,

(11.6) (11.5) (11.6) (11.6) (11.9 (11.0)

STBLK .002 .002 .002 .001 .002 .002
(2.5) (2.7) 9.8) (1.5) '(1.11 (2.8)

7 . STCAT .018 .014 .01? .012 .012 .010

(6.8) (5.3) (4.2) (4.2) (4.1) (3.3)

FEDCAT .018 .015 .016 .016 .017 .016

(8.0) (6.5) (6.6) (6.8) (7.1) (6.0)

PRICE -.001 -.004 -.005 -.007 p -.018 -.605

6.3) (0.7) (1.0) (1.3) (3.6). (0;9)....

N.1

SEV .053 .036 .039 .038 --\ .050 .056

(4.5) (2.7) (-,2.9) (2.8) (3.5). (3.1)

OWNOCC. -.181 -- I- --
4

--
(3..6)

P2 -.068
(4.1)

Y .071 r-
(2.4)

PRIVATE -.048
(0.2)

POVERTY -.045
(2.8)

PROF .046 --

(2.9)

HINOR .485 ,-

(5.9)

URBAN .117
(4.8) I

OLDER -.016
(0.8)

STABIL .012

(0.3)

POPULAT, -.002
(0.3)

0 .655 .655'

(14.3)

Y
674a

0

NOTES: Dependent variable is the logarithm of opergtIng expenditures per.
pupil. All independent variables except TIME, TIME**2, and DUNS are In nat- 4
.ural logarithms. Estimated t-statistics :are in parenthesed. The [-statistics

for the fixed-effects estimates are corrected as necessary to account for
degrees of freedom used to implicitly estimate diatrict-specific effects. '

The five separate fixed-effects estimates differ as follows:
(1) Estimated using Kiefer's procedure assuming a known intertempoial'

covariance matrix.
(2) Estimated using Kiefer's procedure for an unknown intertemporal co-

variance matrix,-as are (3) through (5).

,(3) Two-stage estimates using PRICE .and STBLK implied by a first-stage re-
gression of tax rate OM on independent variables.

(4) PRICE and STBLK are exogenously givenogas the minimum and maximdp
valued, respectively, attainable by the district under the GTB plan in
effect each year.

(5) Like (2), except excludes districts whose demand curves pass through
the gap in the 1.810E schedule during at least one GTB year.22 2, 1
lEstimated indirectly

u = .7"/(o' + based onwowwe
direct estimates of o

w
= .00577 (10.7) and o

2
.00159 (22.2), t-statistics

in parentheses.

b Assumed equal to o stimated in random effects model.
, 23

AS

ve.
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. Hausin's test compares b with an alternative estimate that is
RE

consistent whether or not the null hypothesis H
o
:E(wi. 13(i) = 0 is true. )

/

If the two estimates are significantly different, 9ie null hipothesis

is rejected. The alternative estimator in our ca is a fixed-effects

estiMator, which treats the'individual effects wi in the MIXED error-
k .

structure as fixed rather than random. If u. were not autocorrelated,
. it

the FE estimator would be ordinariy least squares on variables trans-

formed to deviations from district means:

where
off

and,

Then

y* = My and X* =

-1
M = /NT -Z(Z'Z) Z'

e-t\

Z = (1
T

is a column vector of ones).
N T

=fl (X*'X*)-1b
LSDV

Rowever, as Kiefer (1980, p. 196) points out, when the u
it

are

correlated over time, the correct transformation depends on their co-

variance matrix. Specifically, the FE transformation is then

where

= BFy and X* = BFX ,

B = I
NT

- FZ(Z'F'FZ)
-1

Z'F ,

2 4



and in our Case

F I

-18-

\FT 0 0
-p 1 0

0 -p 1

0 0 -p)

0 0

0 0

0 0

1 0

0. 0 0 -p. 1

<7

For the specification test, we substitute p = .655 (from the RE

estimate) in F, and calculate

b
FE

= (X*'X*)
-1

X*'y* ,

the results of which are shown in fixedeffects column (1) in

Although there is little apparent difference t;etween b
RE

and b

difference is statistically significant.
I

The *egression form of Hausman's test compares the random effects

transformed regression with the following auxiliary regression

y transformed for a random-effects estimate regressed on both trans-

formed for a randOm-effects estimate and X transformed for a f xed-

effects estimate. If the additional variance explained by add ng the

fixed-effects transformed X is signiAcant, the hypothesis tha

E(wilXi) = 0 must be rejeCted. In our case, the additional va lance

is significant at beyond the .01 level (
F9,2225

3'30)." Thus we

must reject the RE estimates.
1

able 4.

E'
the

11.1e ran into a problein when we attempted to apply the mattix

form of Hausman's test. The matrix form of the test is,based Cn

adirectccaparisonof bRE 'and b . The test statistic is
FE

m = (b
FE

- b
RE

)
FE

) f2(
bRE

))
-1

(13
FE

) 9

.
RE

where f2('Yare the coefficlent covariance matrixes estimated in
the transformed regressions. After correcting 0(bFE) for the

degrees of freedom implicitly used to estimate_451 district-specTfic
effects, Q(bFE) and g(bRE) are, in'our case, very close together.
In fact, the' estimated covariance matrix 2(bFE) is not

positive definite, so the test statistic m is meaningless.

2 5
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4411ausMh6 points out, flisftest:implicitly rejects cross-sectional

estimates as well. For if E(wiIKi) is not equal eb zero, then neither-
l?'

.

is E(w: + u. IX.), and so cross-sectional estimates are biased. In ,

a, it 1
41

-

-

particular, the cross-secttonal estimates reported in Park and Carrolr

(1979)'must be rejected. (They showed PRICE elasticities of up to

much larger than those estimated with pooled data, but still

smaller than Feldstein's and Lhdd's (cross-sectional) estimates.)

FIXED-EFFECTS E TES

The FE estimate used in the specification test assumed that the

intertemporal covariance matrix F is.known, with p equal to'the.value

estimated in the RE'model. Now that we have*rejected the RE model, we

must treat the intertemporal covariance matrix as unknown.' Kiefer

(1980, p. 198) describes a consistent FEestimator when the intertepr

poral covariance matrix is unknown:

where

with

with

13FE = (X'M(IN
x 57)4X)-1 X'01

N
x S ) My. ,

'

4Z.

S = 1

0

S-*1

o

obtained from S by deleting the first row and Column, where

S = N
-1

111(Yi XibISDV)(Yi XibLSWM1

= I - T
-1

1T1T ' .

T

26
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We use this estimator far the reMaining FE estimates in Table

columns (2) through (5). The column (2) dstimate is for the same

specification as column (1); treating the intertemporal covariance

matrix as unknown has very little effect on the estimates.

Exogenous PRICE and STABLK

We estimated two equations with exogenous instruments for PRICE

and STABLK to see whether our results are seriously affected by their

endogeneity. The first is based on a two-stage procedure. In the

first stage, we estimated equations to predict tax rate OM as a func-

tion of exogenous variables during GTB years. The predicted value of

OM implies predicted values fOr PRICE and STABLK. We used these

predicted values instead of actual values to estimate fixed-effects

Eq. (3) in Table 4. 4

In the second equation, we used values of PRICE and STABLK that

'are exogenously specified for each district by the GTB plan, namely,

the minimum value of PRICEthat the district could ever get (with a tax

rate below the break in the PRICE schedule) and the maximum value of

STBLK that it could get (with a tax rate above the break). Both of

these values depend only on the GTB plan_and the district's assessed

value per pupil AV. These results are in Table 4:fixed-effects

Eq. (4).

Neither eXogenous treatment of PRICE and STBLK disturbs the con-

clusion that the effects of these two variables are too small to be

useful for policy purposes.

Excluding Districts with Ifideterminate PRICE

The final estimates check the effect of our treatment Of districts

whose demand curve passes through,the gap in the PRICE schedule

(D
2

districts in Fig. 1). We have assigned them their downward.1

marginal PRICE in all regression's so far (that is, we have treated

them like D
1

districts). There are 79 districts with indetermi-

nant PRICE in one or more GTB years. We simply omit them from the

regression to obtain estimates of fixed-effects Eq. (5). Again, our

conclusion about the small effect of PRICE and STBLK is not affected

by omitting these districtS.

Mb.
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DISCUSSION

Feldstein's and Ladd's estimates for Massachusetts suggest that

state matching and block grants substantially affect educational ex-

penditures. The Michigan data, however, provide no support for their

conclusions. The differences between our results and theirs may par-

tially reflect the econometric techniques we employed. Our cross-

sectional regressions reported in (1979) are the closest we can come

to replicating Felds in'S and Ladd's results.
1

But our cross-sectional

estimates are emphatically rejected by Hausman's specification test.

Perhaps Feldstein's and Ladd's results, if similarly. tested, would be

rejected as well.

It may be that Michigan school district decpionmakers or voters,

or both, simply do not Tlace suffIcieft value on educational expen-

ditures. Even if school quality enters their preferences, they may base

allocaiive decisions on some measure of quality that is poorly cor-

related (at least in their minds) with eduOational expenditures. An

immense volume of research has so far failed to establish a relation-

ship between school spending and student,achievemerit. (See, for example,

Averch et al. (1974).) Michigan's school districts may not have tried--

or may not have succeeded when they did try--to convince the voters

to the contrary. The "price" inherent in the GTB plan would then be

irrelevant to their decisions'.

Alternatively, school districts or voters may equate the "cosembak,

of education with the local property tax rata. As Feldstein notes-,111r

the education community in general and the school finance community

in particular have confused the school tax rate with the "price" of

education. The GTB plan provides every district (below the match-

ying ceiling) with identical marginal tradeoffs between local tax

There we estimate an expenditureelasticity with respect to
state block grants of .36, very close to Ladd's estimate and reasonably
close to Feldstein's. Estimated price elasticities, however, are no
greater than -.2, less than one-fifth of Feldstein's comparable result
and roughly one-third of Ladd's.

28
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rates and expenditures. Those may not.be the relevant tradeoffs,

but they may be what.actually motivate budgetary decisions in most

districts. Thgre would then be no "price" response, because there

would be no perceived "price" differences among districts.

Another po'ssibility is that the lack of mechanisms for shifting"

local tax revenues among public agencies may dampen price response.

The GTB plan may make education a "better buy'.' in one district than

in another, relative to private and other public goods and services.

In principle, other pUblic agencies coex.tensive with the former dis-

trict (e.g., cities), should reduce their propepty tax rates while

the district increases its rate, the net result being a reallocation

of funds froinTrivate and other public uses to the school. But what

if the other public agencies do not'reduce their local property tax

rates? Given ",too much" spending in the noneducational public sector,

the public will opt for "too little" educational spending, at least

in the short run.

Finally, it should be noted that our data pertain to the first

three years of Michigan's GTB plan. The Massachusetts data examined

by Feldstein and by Ladd were for the fifth year of that state's plan.

It is possible, of course, that Michigan districts will exhibit greater

price responsiveness in the future.

In sum, the Michigan data provide no evidence thatG-etate matching .

p

or block grants do mUch to stimulate school district expenditures.

For whatever reason, school districts in Michigan have not (as yet)

responded api)reciably to changes in the implicit price of. school expen-
,

ditures.

6'
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